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Abstract
The inverse optimization problem is to modify the weight (or cost, length, capacity and so on) such that a given feasible solution
becomes an optimal solution. In this paper, we consider the inverse min–max spanning tree problem under the weighted sum-type
Hamming distance. For the model considered, we present its combinatorial algorithm that runs in strongly polynomial times.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let G = (V, E, c) be a connected graph, where V = {1, 2, . . . , n} is the node set, E = {e1, e2, . . . , em} is the edge
set and c is the edge cost vector defined on E . Let Γ denote the collection of all spanning tree of G. For a spanning
tree T ∈ Γ , write cb(T ) = max{c(e)|e ∈ T } and call it the cost of T . The min–max spanning tree is to find a T ∗ ∈ Γ
such that cb(T ∗) = min{cb(T )|T ∈ Γ }. It is known that the min–max spanning tree problem can be solved in strongly
polynomial time [1].
Conversely, an inverse min–max spanning tree problem is to modify the edge cost vector as little as possible
such that a given spanning tree becomes a min–max spanning tree. Yang et al. [2] showed that the inverse min–
max spanning tree problem and the inverse maximum capacity path problem under l1 and l∞ norms are strongly
polynomial time solvable, where the modification cost is measured by l1 and l∞ norms. In this paper, we consider the
inverse min–max spanning tree problem under the weighted sum-type Hamming distance, in which we measure the
modification cost by the weighted sum-type Hamming distance.
Let each edge ei have an associated weight wi ≥ 0, and let w denote the edge weight vector. Let T 0 be a given
spanning tree of graph G. Then for the inverse min–max spanning problem under the weighted sum-type Hamming
distance, we look for a new cost vector d = (d1, d2, . . . , dm) such that
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(a) T 0 is a min–max spanning tree with respect to d;
(b) for each ei ∈ E , −li ≤ di − ci ≤ ui , where li , ui ≥ 0 are given lower and upper modification bounds;
(c)
∑m
i=1wiH(ci , di ) is minimized, where H(ci , di ) is the Hamming distance between ci and di , i.e., H(ci , di ) = 0
if ci = di and 1 otherwise.
In general, for an inverse combinatorial optimization problem, a feasible solution is given which is not optimal
under the current parameter values, and it is required to modify some parameters with minimum modification cost
such that the given feasible solution becomes an optimal solution. A lot of such problems have been well studied for
when the modification cost is measured by (weighted) l1, l2, and l∞ norms. Readers may refer to the survey paper [3]
and papers cited therein. Recently, inverse problems under the weighted Hamming distance also received attention. In
fact the weighted sum-type Hamming distance represents the weighted number of modifications. It corresponds to the
situation in which we might care about only whether the parameter of an arc is changed, but without considering the
magnitude of its change as long as the adjustment is restricted to a certain interval. Noting that unlike the l1, l2 and
l∞ norms which are all convex and continuous about the modification, the Hamming distance H(·, ·) is discontinuous
and nonconvex, which make the known methods for l1, l2 and l∞ norms unable to be applied directly to the problems
under such distance measure.
He et al. [4] discussed the inverse minimum spanning tree problems under the weighted sum-type Hamming
distance. For both unbounded and bounded cases, they presented strongly polynomial algorithms with a time
complexity O(n3m). Here n and m are the numbers of nodes and edges, respectively, in a given undirected network.
He et al. [5] further discussed the inverse minimum spanning tree problems under the weighted bottleneck-type
Hamming distance. For the unbounded case, they presented an algorithm with a time complexity O(nm), and for
the constrained case, they presented an algorithm with a time complexity O(n3m logm). Zhang et al. [6] considered
the center location improvement problems under the weighted Hamming distance. For the bounded case, they showed
that even under the unweighted sum-type Hamming distance, achieving an algorithm with a worst-case ratio O(log n)
is strongly N P-hard, but under the weighted bottleneck-type Hamming distance, a strongly polynomial algorithm
with a time complexity O(n2 log n) is available. Yang et al. [7] discussed inverse sorting problems under the weighted
sum-type Hamming distance. For both unbounded and bounded cases, they presented strongly polynomial algorithms.
Liu et al. [8] discussed inverse maximum flow problems under the weighted Hamming distance; for both sum-type and
bottleneck-type cases, they presented strongly polynomial algorithms. Liu et al. [9] discussed the inverse minimum
cut problem under the weighted bottleneck-type Hamming distance; they presented a strongly polynomial algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some preliminary results. Section 3 considers the problem
under the weighted sum-type Hamming distance where we show that this problem can be solved using a strongly
polynomial algorithm. Some final remarks are made in Section 4.
In the following, for each edge set Ω we define ws(Ω) = ∑ei∈Ω wi and use similar notation cs(Ω) for vector c
(here letter s stands for ‘sum’).
2. Preliminary results
For the original min–max spanning tree problem, the following result is straightforward.
Lemma 2.1. A spanning tree T of G is a min–max spanning tree under a cost vector c if and only if G becomes
disconnected after deleting the edges whose costs are not less than cb(T ).
Nowwe consider the inverse min–max spanning tree problem under the weighted sum-type Hamming distance. The
general inverse min–max spanning tree problem under the weighted sum-type Hamming distance can be formulated
as follows.
min
m∑
i=1
wiH(ci , di )
s.t. T 0 is a min–max spanning tree of G(V, E, d);
−li ≤ di − ci ≤ ui , 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
(1)
Let T ∗ be a min–max spanning tree under the cost vector c, and assume cb(T 0) > cb(T ∗) for otherwise we need
to do nothing.
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Lemma 2.2. There exists an optimal solution d∗ of problem (1) such that cb(T 0) ≥ d∗b(T 0).
Proof. In fact, if cb(T 0) < d∗b(T 0), then we can construct a new cost vector d in the following way:
d i =
{
cb(T 0), if ei ∈ T 0 and d∗i > cb(T 0),
d∗i , otherwise.
It is clear that d
b
(T 0) = cb(T 0) < d∗b(T 0). By Lemma 2.1, the graph G = (V, E, d∗) becomes disconnected
after deleting the edges whose cost satisfies d∗i ≥ d∗b(T 0). Hence the graph G = (V, E, d) becomes disconnected
after deleting the edges whose cost satisfies d i ≥ db(T 0), which means T 0 is a min–max spanning tree of graph
G = (V, E, d), i.e., d is a feasible solution of problem (1).
However, by the definition of d and the definition of Hamming distance we have
m∑
i=1
wiH(ci , d
∗
i ) ≥
m∑
i=1
wiH(ci , d i ).
If
∑m
i=1wiH(ci , d∗i ) >
∑m
i=1wiH(ci , d i ), then d∗ cannot be an optimal solution of problem (1), a contradiction.
Hence, d is another optimal solution of problem (1), but it satisfies d
b
(T 0) = cb(T 0). The lemma holds. 
On the basis of Lemma 2.2, the following result is straightforward:
Lemma 2.3. There exists an optimal solution d∗ of problem (1) that satisfies:
(a) d∗i = ci if ci ≥ d∗b(T 0) and ei ∈ E \ T 0;
(b) d∗i ≥ ci if ci < d∗b(T 0) and ei ∈ E \ T 0;
(c) d∗i = d∗b(T 0) if ci 6= d∗i and ei ∈ T 0.
Moreover, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 2.4. There exists an optimal solution d∗ of problem (1) that satisfies:
(a) d∗i ≤ d∗b(T 0) if d∗i < ci ;
(b) d∗i ≥ d∗b(T 0) if d∗i > ci .
Proof. Suppose d∗ is an optimal solution that satisfies Lemma 2.3.
If d∗i < ci , then by Lemma 2.3, we have ei ∈ T 0; hence d∗i ≤ d∗b(T 0), i.e., (a) holds.
Now let us consider (b). First, if ei ∈ T 0, then by Lemma 2.3, we have d∗i = d∗b(T 0). Second, let us consider
ei ∈ E \ T 0. If (b) is not true; then there exists an edge ek ∈ E \ T 0 and ck < d∗k such that d∗k < d∗b(T 0).
Define d as
d i =
{
ci , if i = k,
d∗i , otherwise.
Note that the difference between d∗ and d is only on the edge ek , so d∗b(T 0) = db(T 0). By Lemma 2.1, the graph
G = (V, E, d∗) becomes disconnected after deleting the edges whose cost satisfies d∗i ≥ d∗b(T 0); combining this
with the fact that dk = ck < d∗k < d∗b(T 0) = d
b
(T 0), we know that the graph G = (V, E, d) becomes disconnected
after deleting the edges whose cost satisfies d i ≥ db(T 0), which means that d is a feasible solution of problem (1).
However, by the definition of d and the definition of Hamming distance we have
m∑
i=1
wiH(ci , d
∗
i ) ≥
m∑
i=1
wiH(ci , d i ).
If
∑m
i=1wiH(ci , d∗i ) >
∑m
i=1wiH(ci , d i ), then d∗ cannot be an optimal solution of problem (1), a contradiction.
Hence, d is another optimal solution of problem (1), but it satisfies dk = ck . And by repeating the above procedure,
we can conclude that there exists an optimal solution d∗ of problem (1) such that d∗i ≥ d∗b(T 0) if d∗i > ci and
ei ∈ E \ T 0. From the above analysis, we know that (b) holds. 
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Here we first give a range for the value d∗b(T 0). First, by Lemma 2.2, we have cb(T 0) ≥ d∗b(T 0). On the
other hand, since there are lower bounds on the reduction of costs, the smallest possible value of d∗b(T 0) is
d = max{ci − li |ei ∈ T 0}. So we have d ≤ d∗b(T 0) ≤ cb(T 0). And by the definition of Hamming distance, we
know that the value d∗b(T 0) must be one of the values in P = {{ci |ei ∈ T 0} ∪ {d}} ∩ [d, cb(T 0)]. Then we express
the different values in P as p1 > p2 > · · · > pη.
3. Problem under the weighted sum-type Hamming distance
The problem considered in this section is the inverse min–max spanning tree problem under the weighted sum-type
Hamming distance which can be formulated as problem (1).
Before we consider how to solve the problem (1) directly, let us consider a restricted version of the problem (1).
That is, for a given value p ∈ P , we first consider how to make T 0 a min–max spanning tree under a cost vector
d p such that d pb(T 0) = p, and d p satisfies the bound restrictions and makes the modification cost minimum. We
may call this restricted version of the inverse min–max spanning tree problem the the inverse min–max spanning tree
problem under the sum-type Hamming distance with value p.
First, let T 0(p) = {ei ∈ T 0|ci > p}, T 0(p) = {ei ∈ T 0|ci = p}. Clearly, for each edge ei ∈ T 0(p), we need
to reduce their costs to let the maximum cost on T 0 be equal to p. Due to Lemma 2.3 for each edge ei ∈ T 0(p) we
have d pi = p and the associated modification cost is ws(T 0(p)) =
∑
ei∈T 0(p)wi . And by Lemma 2.3, for each edge
ei ∈ T 0(p) we do not need to change its cost.
Second, by Lemma 2.3, for each edge ei ∈ E \ T 0 such that ci ≥ p, we do not need to change its cost.
Third, let E(p) = {ei ∈ E |ci < p}. Consider the graph G(p) = (V, E(p)). If G(p) is not connected, we know
that T 0 is already a min–max spanning tree with respect to the modified weight d p and d pb(T 0) = p, where d pi = p
for ei ∈ T 0(p) and d pi = ci for ei ∈ E \ T 0(p). And the objective value of problem (1) with respect to p is
ws(T 0(p)) =∑ei∈T 0(p)wi .
Thus we only need to consider the case that G(p) is a connected graph. In this case, by Lemma 2.1, we need to
increase the costs of some edges in graph G(p) such that G(p) becomes disconnected after deleting those edges. Now
we introduce the following restricted minimum weight edge cut problem:
Restricted minimum weight edge cut problem(RMWECP):
Find an edge set Π ⊆ E(p) in graph G(p) such that
(1) for each edge ei ∈ Π , ci + ui ≥ p;
(2) G(p) becomes disconnected after deleting all edges in Π ;
(3)
∑
ei∈Π wi is minimized.
Theorem 3.1. If the RMWECP is feasible, then d∗ defined as follows is one of the optimal solutions of the restricted
version of the problem: (1)
d∗i =
{
p, if ei ∈ T 0(p) ∪Π ∗,
ci , otherwise,
(2)
and the associated objective value is ws(T 0(p) ∪Π ∗), where Π ∗ is an optimal solution of RMWECP. Otherwise, the
restricted version of the problem (1) is infeasible.
Proof. In the case that RMWECP is feasible, we first prove that d∗ defined by (2) is a feasible solution of the restricted
version of the problem (1). From the definition of E(p) and the first and second constraints of RMWECP, we know
that the graph G becomes disconnected after deleting the edges whose costs are not less than p, which indicates
that T 0 is a min–max spanning tree of graph G(V, E, d∗), and it is clear that −li ≤ d∗i − ci ≤ ui . Thus d∗
defined by (2) is a feasible solution of the restricted version of the problem (1) and the associated objective value
is ws(T 0(p))+∑ei∈Π ∗ wi .
Next we prove that ws(T 0(p))+∑ei∈Π ∗ wi is the minimum objective value; thus d∗ is an optimal solution of the
restricted version of the problem (1). If not, there exists an optimal solution d of the problem (1) such that
(a) d
b
(T 0) = p;
(b)
∑m
i=1wiH(ci , d i ) < ws(T 0(p))+
∑
ei∈Π ∗ wi .
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Let
Ω = {ei ∈ E | d i 6= ci }. (3)
Then by the definition of Hamming distance, (b) is equivalent to
m∑
i=1
wiH(ci , d i ) =
∑
ei∈Ω
wi < w
s(T 0(p))+
∑
ei∈Π ∗
wi . (4)
On the basis of the above analysis, we can see that T 0(p) ⊆ Ω ; thus (4) is equivalent to∑
ei∈Ω\T 0(p)
wi <
∑
ei∈Π ∗
wi . (5)
Moreover, we say Ω \ T 0(p) is a feasible solution of RMWECP. In fact, it is clear that Ω \ T 0(p) ⊆ E(p). On
the basis of the analysis before, we know that d i > ci for all ei ∈ Ω \ T 0(p). And by Lemma 2.4 we know that
d i ≥ db(T 0) = p for all ei ∈ Ω \ T 0(p), which indicates that ci + ui ≥ p for all ei ∈ Ω \ T 0(p). Finally we
claim that G(p) becomes disconnected after deleting all edges in Ω \ T 0(p). If not, G(V, E(p) \ {Ω \ T 0(p)}) is
connected. Since T 0(p) ∩ E(p) = ∅, we know that E(p) \ {Ω \ T 0(p)} = E(p) \ Ω ⊆ {E(p) ∪ T 0(p)} \ Ω , so
G(V, {E(p) ∪ T 0(p)} \ Ω) is connected. And thus G(V, {E(p) ∪ T 0(p) ∪ {ei ∈ E | ci ≥ p}} \ {Ω ∪ {ei ∈ E | ci ≥
p}}) = G(V, E \ {Ω ∪ {ei ∈ E | ci ≥ p}}) is connected. Let L = {ei ∈ E | d i ≥ p}. By the above analysis we
know that L ⊆ {Ω ∪ {ei ∈ E | ci ≥ p}} and thus G(V, E \ L) is connected. But since T 0 is a min–max spanning
tree of G(V, E, d), G(V, E \ L) is disconnected by Lemma 2.1, a contradiction. So G(p) becomes disconnected after
deleting all edges in Ω \ T 0(p). Hence Ω \ T 0(p) is a feasible solution of RMWECP. For Π ∗ an optimal solution of
RMWECP, we know that∑
ei∈Ω\T 0(p)
wi ≥
∑
ei∈Π ∗
wi , (6)
which contradicts (5). So ws(T 0(p))+∑ei∈Π ∗ wi is exactly the minimum objective value.
At the same time, the above analysis tells us that if d is a feasible solution of the restricted version of problem (1),
then Ω \ T 0(p) is a feasible solution of RMWECP, where Ω is defined in (3). Thus if the RMWECP is infeasible,
then the restricted version of problem (1) is infeasible too. 
Therefore, finding an optimal solution of the restricted version of problem (1) is equivalent to finding an optimal
solution of RMWECP. To solve RMWECP in strongly polynomial time, we modify the graph G(p) = (V, E(p)) in
the following way: the node set and the edge set are unchanged; and the value of each edge is set as
vi =
{
wi , if ei ∈ E(p) and ci + ui ≥ p,
W + 1, otherwise, (7)
where W =∑ei∈E(p)wi .
Definition 3.1. The minimum value cut problem in graph is to find a set of edges whose deletion makes the graph
disconnected and the sum of the values of edges in the set is minimized.
The minimum value cut problem can be solved in O(n3) time [10], where n is the number of the nodes in the
graph.
Theorem 3.2. Let Π ∗ be a minimum value cut of G(V, E(p), v) with a value vs(Π ∗).
(1) If vs(Π ∗) ≤ W, then Π ∗ must be the optimal solution of RMWECP.
(2) If vs(Π ∗) > W, then RMWECP has no feasible solution.
Proof. (1) First, if vs(Π ∗) ≤ W , then vi = wi for all ei ∈ Π ∗, i.e., for each ei ∈ Π ∗, ei ∈ E(p) and ci +ui ≥ p. And
it is clear that G(p) becomes disconnected after deleting all edges in Π ∗. So, Π ∗ is a feasible solution of RMWECP.
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Moreover, it is easy to see that Π ∗ is an optimal solution of RMWECP. If not, suppose that there exists an edge set
Π
′
which is feasible for RMWECP, and ws(Π
′
) < ws(Π ∗). Then from (7), we have
vs(Π
′
) =
∑
ei∈Π ′
wi = ws(Π ′) < ws(Π ∗) =
∑
ei∈Π ∗
wi = vs(Π ∗),
which contradicts the fact that Π ∗ is a minimum value cut of G(V, E(p), v).
(2) Suppose that vs(Π ∗) > W but RMWECP has a feasible solution Π ′ . From (7), we know that vi = wi for all
ei ∈ Π ′ . This implies that the value of Π ′ satisfies vs(Π ′) < W (as W = ∑ei∈E(p)wi ), which contradicts the fact
that Π ∗ is a minimum value cut of G(V, E(p), v) with a value vs(Π ∗) > W . 
Now we are ready to give a full description of an algorithm for solving the restricted version of the problem (1).
Algorithm 1
Step 1 For the graph G = (V, E, c), the given spanning tree T 0 and the given value p, determine the graph
G(p) = (V, E(p)). If G(p) is not connected, stop and output an optimal solution d∗ of the restricted version of the
problem (1) as
d∗i =
{
p, if ei ∈ T 0(p),
ci , otherwise,
and the associated optimal value ws(T 0(p)). Otherwise go to Step 2.
Step 2 Construct graph G(V, E(p), v) according to formula (7). Find a minimum value cut Π ∗ of the graph
G(V, E(p), v). If the value of the minimum cut satisfies vs(Π ∗) > W , then the restricted version of the problem (1)
has no feasible solution, stop. Otherwise, go to Step 3.
Step 3 Output an optimal solution d∗ of the restricted version of the problem (1) as
d∗i =
{
p, if ei ∈ T 0(p) ∪Π ∗,
ci , otherwise,
(8)
and the associated objective value is ws(T 0(p) ∪Π ∗).
It is clear that Step 1 checking whether G(p) is connected or not takes O(n) time. Step 2 finding a minimum value
cut Π ∗ of the graph G(V, E(p), v) takes O(n3) time (see [10]). Hence, Algorithm 1 runs in O(n+n3) = O(n3) time
in the worst case, and it is a strongly polynomial algorithm.
Nowwe consider the problem (1). In Section 2, we arrange the possible values of d∗b(T 0) as P = {p1, p1, . . . , pη}.
And above we discussed that for a given value p ∈ P , we can get an associated modification weight in O(n3) time.
So we can give an algorithm for solving the problem (1) in strongly polynomial time as follows:
Algorithm 2
Step 0 Let i = 1 and I = ∅.
Step 1 For value pi , run Algorithm 1 to solve the restricted version of the problem (1). If the restricted version
problem is infeasible, then go to Step 2; otherwise, we denote the objective value obtained from Algorithm 1 as Vi
and I = I ∪ {i}, and then go to Step 2.
Step 2 i = i + 1, if i ≤ η, go back to Step 1; otherwise go to Step 3.
Step 3 Output an optimal objective value mini∈I Vi .
If we call solving the restricted version problem an iteration, then Algorithm 2 needs to run η iterations, and from
Section 2, we know that η ≤ n. Hence, combining with the analysis of Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 runs in O(n4) time
in the worst case, and it is a strongly polynomial algorithm.
4. Concluding remarks
In this paper we have studied the inverse min–max spanning tree problem under the weighted sum-type Hamming
distance. For the model considered, we presented a strongly polynomial algorithm for solving it.
As a future research topic, it will be meaningful to consider other inverse combinational optimization problems
under the Hamming distance. Studying computational complexity results and proposing optimal/approximation
algorithms are promising.
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